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In this paper we give a complete answer to the question of determining all possible functions 
I(p, T), where I&, T) denotes the number of non-isomorphic models of a fixed countable 
w-stable theory T of cardinality p (CL uncountable). 
0. Introduction 
This paper is intended to be a survey of all results known on the number of 
non-isomorphic uncountable models of countable o-stable theories. So it covers 
the main parts of other papers (especially of [13-1.51). But we shall close the 
remaining gaps (cf. [15] or [3]) so that the answer is complete. 
So let I(p, T) denote the number of non-isomorphic models of T, where T is a 
complete first-order theory. Then the aim of the paper is to prove the following 
theorem. 
0.1. Theorem. Let T be a countable o-stable theory. Then I(@,, T) can only be 
one of the following functions (a >O): 
(1) constant 1, 
(2) for some p, 1 <cc <w, Ia + lIC”/G-la(C”/G (this is a finite number, for 
notation see Section 4) for jcx\ < o and )a) otherwise, 
(3) for some p, 0 G p < 0, min{2”-, &(Icx + ~1’~‘)}, 
(4) for some p, 0 < 6 <w, min{2”-, &(\fx + WI)}, 
(5) for some 0, 0 < @ <w, min{2”-, &(lcx + II”)}, 
(6) for some p, w < p < q, p no limit ordinal, min{2”-, &(\a! + WI)}, 
(7) 2”. 
Furthermore, all these functions really occur. 
So by this and [13], the only open problem is to determine I(F, 7’) for theories 
T that are superstable, but not w-stable (and have some other properties, see the 
theorems in this paper). 
The structure theory for o-stable theories that we shall develop in this paper is 
mainly the work of Saharon Shelah, to whom I owe many thanks for this reason 
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because without him this paper would not exist at all. Then I would like to thank 
Daniel Lascar and especially Gerd Hesse who both patiently listened to my 
explanations and forced me to give detailed and (hopefully) understandable 
proofs. By their influence there exists a Section 6 which contains some 
‘philosophy’ and ‘history’ of the things developed and some ‘natural’ ideas as well 
as open problems. It might be wise to look into this section during reading- 
especially if the reader feels angry at some complicated proof or notation. 
Now let us fix the necessary prerequisites. For understanding, the reader should 
have read before a substantial part of [13] (at least including Chapter IV), at least 
one of the papers [6], [8] or [93, and (for a good knowledge of regular types) [ll] 
or the introductory part of [lo]. I hope that there are some readers left now. 
The notation will follow [ll]; let us just notice some changes and additions 
against [13]. The families Ff will be denoted simply by (x, A), and instead of 
(x, o) we shall write x and only use x = t or x = a. The theory T is always assumed 
to be superstable. If we talk about x-saturated (x-prime etc.) models, this will 
mean x = a and T superstable, or x = t and T totally transcendental (in the sense 
of [13]). If p E S’(%) is an I-type and f:a + 5!3 an elementary surjective map, then 
we denote p(B) : = f(p), generally without mentioning the f. The only ranks to be 
used in the paper will be RM (Morley-rank, R(p, L, w) in [13]) and RV (ab- 
breviates R(p, L, w) of [13]). A type p E S’(%) is called (strongly) R-regular 
(where R denotes a rank function) iff p is (strongly) regular and orthogonal to all 
types of lower rank. h(T) denotes the first cardinality in which T is stable. Types 
are in general considered to be non-algebraic, which is not stated explicitly. 
The next lemma should have been part of [ll], but unfortunately it is not. 
0.2. Lemma. Let T be totally transcendental nd .YX<2Jl’<Y2. Then there exists an 
a E N\M’ such that t(a, Y.Jl’) is strongly regular and either t(a, ‘32’) does not fork 
over 2X (and t(a,2Jl) is strongly regular too) or t(a,ilJi?) is orthogonal to %Y 
Proof. Choose a EN\ M’, b; E M, &E M’\M and formulas 4(x, b;), Jl(x, &b;) 
such that: RM(a, ??X) = RM(+(x, 6,)) is minimal among all RM(b, !?X) for b E 
N\M’, RM(a, ZJ?) = RM($(x, b;&) is minimal among all RM(b, ?lJ?) for b E N\M’ 
satisfying 4(x, &), $(x, &b;) I- 4(x, b;) and 4,(x, b;b;) E t(a, %J’), 4(x, &) and -- 
$(x, blb2) are stationary, which means that they both have exactly one extension 
of the same rank. Clearly (by [ll]) t(a,!E?‘) is strongly regular. Now if t(a, 8X’) 
does not fork over YJ2, then the result follows. So let us assume RM(+(x, b,b;))< 
RM(4(x, i&)). Suppose by contradiction that t(a, fl) is not orthogonal to n. 
Choose ci such that t(& %J2) = t(&,2,) and t(&, YJlU &) does not fork 
over Ikn. Now let m, <%!’ be t-prime over m U & and ??& t-prime over m U 6;. 
Let %’ be t-prime over mgz, U8&. Clearly by assumption p = t(a, m,) is not 
orthogonal to mZ, hence, if q denotes p(?!&.), p is not orthogonal to q. Let p’ and q’ 
be the non-forking extensions of p and q to %!‘. W.1.o.g. we may clearly assume 
t(a, %‘) = p’. Now p’ is not weakly orthogonal to q’, and hence for some realiza- 
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tion a’ of q’, t(a, %‘U a’) forks over %!‘. So there exist suitable El 1 &b;, Cl EM,, 
and E* =) K;, C2~iV’\M1 such that t(a,~UCE,UEZUa’) forks over MUEIUEZ. 
NOW let (qU!,)i<, be an independent set of realizations of t(aa’, %‘). If t(a, mU 
b; U 64 U a’) forks over m U &U &, let n = 0; otherwise let II be minimal such 
that t(~a~,~Uub;U~~U(a,al)i<,) forks over mUb;U6; (n exists by supersta- 
bility). As t(a,,, %‘U(aia&,,) and t(ak, %‘U(~ia&<~) do not fork over %‘, 
t(a,rozUb,U~~U(a,a:),<,) and t(a~,(tnzUb;U~~U(a,a:),,,) do not fork over 
nUub;U&i. Hence t(a,,,~U&U6~U(a,a~)i,, Uak) forks over nU&. W.1.o.g. 
we may clearly assume a, = a and a,!,= a’. Then t(b;U(%)i,,, mU k&U(a~),<,) 
does not fork over m and hence is the heir of t(& U (a,)isn, man). Furthermore 
for some E E M and 8, which tells us that t(~, mU s2 U b;6(aiU~)i<, U a,!,) forks 
over % U &. Hence for some @i U (U:l)i<n c m 
-- 
Hence, as ?(a,,,, IiD& U (q)i+,) is the heir of t(u,,, ml) for some (aT)i<n cm1 
So this y is realized in X by some a”. Then t(u, m U a”) forks over W and so 
a”~ N\M’. On the other hand, t(u”, mm) # t(a, 2X) and 4(x, &) E t(u”, %?) imply by 
the choice of 4 that RM(a”, m) < RM(u, m), contradicting the choice of a. This 
finishes the proof. 
Let us just notice a corollary. 
0.3. Corollary. Let T be totally transcendental nd suppose that p E S’(8) is not 
orthogonal to DY Then there is some strongly regular q E S’(%R) such that p is not 
orthogonal to q. 
Proof. Easy using Lemma 0.2. 
Clearly Lemma 0.2 answers Remark 3.5 of [ll]: If T is totally transcendental, 
and ??.J?,, is prime over i?J&U ii, then there is not necessarily an independent 
sequence (c~)~<” such that ci E M,\M,, t(c,, %!J is strongly regular and ZJ& is 
prime over 9J& U (Ci)i<n. 
Consider the following example. Let L consist of one two-place predicate E 
and infinitely many one-place predicates (Pi)i<o. The axioms of T state that: E is 
an equivalence relation having an infinite number of classes and 
vx 3Y E(x, Y)APi(Y) 
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for all i<w and 
vx VY (E(x, Y)APi(X)AP,(Y>> + X = Y 
for all i <o. As can be easily proved, T is o-stable. Now let ZX!,, be any model of 
T and let a realize the type generated by 
{~E(x, b) 1 b~kf~}U{lPi(X)) i<w}, 
and let %Rn, be prime over Zl& U a. Then M1 = MO U{a} U{a, 1 i Co}, where 
kE(a, %)r\P,(a,). Every type t(q, $I&,) is strongly regular (via Pi(X)), but the prime 
model over !l.kTO U ai (which is isomorphic to M,\(a)) does not realize t(a, ZJ&,). 
But t(a, !IR,,> itself is not strongly regular. So there is no independent sequence 
(G)i<n such that ci E Mi \A& t(Ci, Y&J is strongly regular and !I$ is prime over 
% u (di<n. 
1. The dimensional order property 
In this section we only state 
1.1. Theorem. Suppose that T has the dimensional order property. Then for all 
h 3ITI +w, we have I(h, T) = 2”. Moreover, if A Sh(T)+q and K <A, we can get 
the models (a, K)-saturated. 
For a proof of this theorem the reader is referred to [3], [12] or [14]. Here we 
only need 
1.2. Deli&ion. T has the dimensional order property (dop in short) iff there are 
a-saturated models ?I&,, %T,, YJ& and % and a type p E S1(%) such that YJ&<ZRan,, 
man,<%, @JG, %) d oes not fork over %k$, % is a-prime over man, U%$ and p is 
orthogonal to !?R, and &. 
2. The main structure theorems 
Because of Theorem 1.1, in the following we shall assume 
2.1. Hypothesis. T does not have the dimensional order property. 
In this section we shall prove that such a theory satisfies a reasonable structure 
theorem. The exposition will follow [14]. First we note a consequence of our 
hypothesis whose general form was clarified to be by Daniel Lascar. 
2.2. Lemma. Let YJI be u-saturated, t(a,!?JI) be regular and % be a-prime over 
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mU a. Suppose that there exists a p E S1(%) that is orthogonal to ‘$I. Suppose further 
that t(a, 2X) does not fork over 5%. If for some ‘Bl and ‘Bz such that !I$ and !& are 
independent over %I, t(a, ‘21 Uf& U’?&,> forks over ‘2X, then t(a, % U‘&) forks over ‘3 
or t(a, ‘2I U !I$.> forks over %?I. 
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that under the assumptions neither t(a, ‘8 U ‘&) 
nor t(a, 5?l U’%kJ forks over ‘21. Clearly w.1.o.g. we may assume that !I$ and ‘B3, are 
finite and t(aU’81U!82,~) does not fork over a. Let Y.J& for i = 1,2 be a-prime 
over 2XUBi and choose CC~>~<,, cZ& such that t(ci, YJ2) is regular, (c;)~<,,, is 
independent over %! and YJ?i is a-prime over %R U (Cj)j<q. AS t(Bi, mU (Ci)j<,) is 
almost orthogonal to Y& there exist WIi <n, such that t(a, ~U((C~)~<,,,U(C~)~~,,,,) 
does not fork over ??& but t(a, 8? U (Ci)j<,, U (CT)j~m,) forks over n, and the same 
interchanging 1 and 2. Hence for some finite & cn, t(a, Y%!) does not fork over &, 
for all i and j t(ci, Y%?) does not fork over &, t(a, &U (Ci)j<n, U (c~)~<,,,,) does not 
fork over a and t(a, 6 U (C:)j<,, U (CT)j~m,> forks over 6, and the same interchang- 
ing 1 and 2, and t((cj)j<n, U (C:)j<, U u, 6) is stationary. Now let m* be a-prime 
over mn, Um. Then some a’~ M* realizes t(a, C U (C:)j<n, U (C~)j<,) as the latter 
is u-isolated. AS then t(c&, m U (Ci)j<n, U (CT)j<m, U a’) forks over !?J? U (Ct)j<n, U 
(c$j<m, and t(&, YJlU (C:)j<n, U (CT)j<m,) is regular, t(a, 2R U (C:)j<n, U (Cy)j<m, U 
u’) forks over %RU (Cf)j<n, U (CT)j<m,. As t(a,CT) is regular and t(a’,K) = t(a,&), 
then t(a’, mU (Ci)j<n, U (CT)j<m,) does not fork over g’, whence t(a’, m) = t(a, m) 
and t(a’, $X1) does not fork over ??.R. Now let 8’<YJI* be a-prime over mU a’. 
Then the non-forking extension of p(E) to 9X* is orthogonal to mm, and YJ&, 
whence T has the dop contradicting our Hypothesis 2.1. 
To state the important structure theorem, we need the following definitions. 
2.3. De&&ion. Let I c w’ A. Then I is called a tree if u c v and v E I implies 
u E I, i.e. I is closed under initial segments. For any u eWrh such that dam(u) = 
n>O we let I.-= 1 u n - 1, i.e. u- is the unique predecessor of u. For a tree I let 
I- = {u- ( u # 8, u E I}. Clearly I- is a subtree of I. 
If I is a tree and K a cardinal, we define by induction the depth Dp,(u, I) for all 
UEI: 
Dp,(u, 030 for all u E I, 
Dp,(u, I)=6 (8 limit) iff for all i < 6 Dp,(u, I) 3 i, 
Dp,(u, I) 2 a + 1 iff there exist (v~)~<~ such that u s vi, vi E I, 
DP, (Vi, I) 2 a and for if j vi$vj. 
Then we let Dp,(u, I) = a iff it is z=(I! but not ~a! + 1. If such an a does not exist, 
then we say Dp, (u, I) = 00. 
2.4. -on. Let 9.JI be an x-saturated model of cardinality A and Ic”‘h a 
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tree. Then we call (&, G) 1 u E I) a !J&-x-representation for 9X iff 
(1) St, is x-saturated, a0 E N0 arbitrary, 
(2) for u E I, u # 8, ?X2, is x-prime over !&lJ q, 
(3) if u = z1- = w-, then pU = t(q,,, %,) is regular (for x = t strongly regular) and 
pU = p,,, or they are orthogonal, 
(4) for u E I- {a, ( u- = u} is independent over ?Xt,, 
(5) If u-- exists, then t(G, R2,-) is orthogonal to ?T2,--, 
(6) ?R is x-prime and x-minimal over LJuel ZQ2,. 
If ‘?X2, is x-prime over @, then ((5&,, q,) 1 u E I) is called a x-representation for ZJL 
In the following we want to prove that every x-saturated model has a represen- 
tation. But before let us notice 
2.5. Lemma. Let ((!J12,, a, 1 u E I) be a ‘910-x-representation for some x-saturated 
model 92. Then the following hold: 
(1) t(YIZ,, U {Y12, 1 not u = v}) does not fork over YI,-, 
(2) For all u, v E I t(G, !I&-> = t(G, Y12,-> or these two types are orthogonal, 
(3) The cardinality of 2X is ~h(7’)+~I~+~92t,~. 
Proof. (1) Denote ‘93: = IJ {St, I u c 21,1(v) s l(u) + n} and !&, = U,<, 93:. Then 
by assumption t(‘i!_J~, %J is orthogonal to 5&. Hence by an easy induction 
t(‘??3~, %!J and t(‘i&,, %J are orthogonal to 5J&-. Now let 
C$={5&\not uc21, uln=vln, u(n>#v(n)) for n<l(u). 
Then clearly {?X, 1 not u = V} = LJnCICuj GI: and (5: = U {‘5!3, 1 u I n = II ( n, 
u(n) # v(n), l(v) = n + l}. Hence t(‘?&,+l, %,,, U&:) does not fork over %+, 
which by induction implies our claim (1). 
(2) and (3) are trivial. 
Now we can state the main theorem of this section. 
2.6. Main Structure Theorem. Let Y10<2R be x-saturated models. Then there 
exists a %!@-x-representation for 92. 
For the proof of this theorem we need the 
2.7. Decomposition Lemma. Let %<??X be x-saturated models. Then there exist 
elements ai E M and models Si, %Ri (all for i < CX) such that: 
(1) !R<%i <9J2i <m)32, 
(2) nxIzi and ‘!JIi are x-saturated, 
(3) t(a,, 92) is regular (for x = t strongly regular) and for if j t(a,, %) = t(ai, 92) or 
they are orthogonal, 
(4) !Ri is x-prime over % U ai, 
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(5) t(Di, ~2,) is orthogonal to !Jl and maximal with this property, 
(6) ‘9X is x-prime and x-minimal over IJi<a !?A,. 
Proof of 2.7. Let (4 1 i <a} be a maximal independent set over % of elements of 
m realizing (strongly) regular types over %, such that w.1.o.g. (3) is satisfied. Now 
let gi <m be x-prime over % U 4 for all i <CL So (3) and (4) are trivially satisfied. 
As gi is x-prime over 8 U a, we have, for all i < cx, t(fni, Ujzi si) does not fork 
over Trt. Now choose (using Zorn’s lemma) for all i < (Y a maximal set %J& c ZR such 
that t(!&, Xi) is orthogonal to 8. Then mi is an x-saturated model and !?Xi <mm. 
So as (~i)i<, is independent over %, clearly (%&)iC_ is independent over %, too. 
By the definitions, conditions (l)-(5) are satisfied, so it remains to prove (6). So 
suppose by contradiction that (6) does not hold. Then there exists an x-saturated 
model 9.X’ such that ZR’ is x-prime over UiCa YJ$ and %R’$Z mm. Hence there exists 
b E M\M’ such that t(b, rozl) is (strongly) regular. If t(b, %!‘) is not orthogonal to 
8, there would be a contradiction to the choice of {q 1 i <a}. Hence we may 
assume that t(b, 9.X!‘> is orthogonal to !X. 
By superstability there is a finite S c CY such that for an x-prime model %!* over 
UiEs9Xi t(b, 92’) does not fork over %J2* (and ZR*<Y.X!‘). Hence t(b, znZ*> is a 
(strongly) regular type orthogonal to %. We prove that this is impossible by 
induction on ISI. 
ISI = 0: then m* = % and t(b, ,9X*) is not orthogonal to 8. 
JSI = 1: then S =G} and t(mi U b, Ylj) is orthogonal to X contradicting the 
maximality of EGj. 
NOW let ISI = n + 1 and j E S. Let U = S\(j) and Zan+ be x-prime over Uisu mi 
such that !I@* is x-prime over m+ U%Rj. As t(%@‘, .%Rj) does not fork over % and T 
does not have the dop, t(b, Y-R*) is not orthogonal to some (strongly) regular 
q E S’(??X+) or S’(mj). But then q is realized in m and the realization contradicts 
the induction hypothesis. So we have proved (6). 
Proof of 2.6. Define by induction on n <w a set I,, of sequences of ordinals of 
length n, models R2,, YJ&, and elements a, EM, for each u E I,, such that: 
(1) u E I,, and m < n implies u 1 m E I,,,, 
(2) g2, and %RJ1, are x-saturated, 
(3) & is x-prime over !YRu U hi, 
(4) if pui = t(~i, s2,), then pui is (strongly) regular and pui, puj are equal or 
orthogonal, 
(5) u c 2, implies !Rt,<Y%= <!R2, <%R% <?I& <TX, 
(6) ‘8Z, is x-prime and x-minimal over Ui ?JXm,i, 
(7) t(ZE,,,, %,,) is orthogonal to T&, and maximal with this property, 
(8) {Q ( ui EI} . IS a maximal subset of %JZm, independent over 9&, realizing 
(strongly) regular types orthogonal to ?J$-. 
The definition is easy by Lemma 2.7. 
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Now let 1=U ,,<,, I,, clearly I is a tree by (1). Then all the conditions of a 
Y&-x-representation are obvious except “ZR is x-prime and x-minimal over 
UUEl R”. 
So suppose by contradiction that there exists m SrXn such that %!’ is x-prime 
over IJUG &. Find a b EM\ M’ such that t(b, 2J2’) is (strongly) regular. As in the 
proof of 2.6, t(b, 9.X’) is orthogonal to all 8,. Let I* be a finite subtree of 1 such 
that t( b, iDI’) does not fork over an x-prime model 9X* over UUcI* Z2,. So t(b, 1131”) 
is (strongly) regular. Now by ‘induction on \I*( we get a contradiction (more 
exactly, by induction on the number of ‘branches’ of I*). If for some u ~1 
I* = {u 1 r m 1 m < n} this contradicts the maximality of ‘$J&, or the orthogonality of 
t(b, 9Jl*) to %,. Otherwise by the same argument as in the proof of 2.6 we get a 
contradiction to the induction hypothesis. 
3. The basi.c examples and deep theories 
By the theorem just proven we know that every x-saturated model can be 
represented by a tree. Clearly the most important distinction is whether this tree 
is always well-founded or not. If it is, then naturally some rank is defined (called 
‘depth’) and we get easily an upper bound for the number of non-isomorphic 
models by counting the possible trees. 
3.1. Definition. Let m be x-saturated, p = t(a, m) be (strongly) regular and % 
x-prime over Y.RU a. Then we define the depth Dp(p) = Dp(a, n) by induction as 
follows: 
DP(P)~O 
Dp(p)a.+l 
for all such p, 
((u zero or successor) iff for some (strongly) regular 
q E S’(%) that is orthogonal to !IR Dp(q) 2 (Y, 
Dp(p)s8+ 1 (6 limit) iff for all i <6 Dp(p)~= i. 
Then we let Dp(p) = (Y if it is ?(Y but not ~CX + 1. If such an a does not exist we 
say Dp(p) = 00. If q E S’(%) is (strongly) regular and stationary, we define Dp(p) as 
follows: let %! be x-prime over 3 and p be the non-forking extension of q to m. 
Then Dp(q) = Dp(p). Finally let Dp(T) = sup(Dp(p))+ 1. Then T is deep iff 
Dp(T) = 00, otherwise T is shallow. 
This definition is chosen in such a way that we get ‘smooth’ results on the 
number of models- this is the reason that the depth of a type or a theory is 
never a limit ordinal. The definition in [3] in some sense fits Definition 2.3 better, 
but for the important results there is no real improvement. Especially it then 
becomes awkward to state connections between types and theories of the same 
depth. Now we give the typical examples, all already given by Shelah in [14]. 
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3.2. Examples. A superstable (even o-stable) theory without the dop but which 
is deep, is the following theory T+=Th( w’w, f) where f(u) = u if u = P, and u 1 n 
if UE “+rm. A model of TdP consists of ‘trees’, exactly one of which has a root 
(characterized by f(x) = x), in which every element has infinitely many predeces- 
sors. For shallow theories we take T”, where the language consists of the two 
place relations (Ei)i<ol. The axioms of T” state that each Ei is an equivalence 
relation, for i < j, Ei refines Ei and each E,-equivalence class is the union of 
infinitely many distinct E-equivalence classes and each E,-equivalence class is 
infinite. As is easily seen, Dp(T”) = cx + 1 for cx < o and Dp(T”) = a! + 2 for ((~(2 w 
(the reason for ‘+2’ is that at limit stages we get some kind of ‘imaginary’ 
equivalence relation taking the infinite disjunction). For an example satisfying 
Dp(T) = 6 + 1 (6 limit) take the sum of the theories T’ (i <S) having disjoint 
languages. 
3.3. Lemma. (1) Let p1 be (strongly) regular and stationary and p2 be a non- 
forking extension of pr. Then Dp(p,) = Dp(pJ. 
(2) Let p1 and p3 be (strongly) regular and stationary such that p1 is not 
orthogonal to p3. Then Dp(pJ = Dp(p3). 
Proof. W.l.0.g. we may assume that for k = 1,2,3 pk E S’(!&) where each m131, is 
an x-saturated model and ZRnz, <Y$&. Clearly it is enough to prove by induction the 
following two claims: 
(1) Dp(p,)? i iff Dp(p,) 5 i, and 
(2) Dp(p,) 2 i iff Dp(p3) 2 i. 
This is trivial by the definition if i = 0 or i = j + 1 where j is a limit ordinal. So 
suppose i = j + 1 where j is not a limit ordinal, and that (1) and (2) are proved up 
to j. 
Let c realize pZ, YZ2, be x-prime over Y.Rn, U c and X2, be x-prime over %, Us. 
Suppose that Dp(pr) > j + 1. Then there exists a (strongly) regular pi E S ‘(%,) such 
that Dp(p;) 2 j and pi is orthogonal to 9X1. As t(%,,, 2R.J does not fork over %&, 
pi is orthogonal to !?&. Let p; be the non-forking extension of pi to %,. By 
induction hypothesis Dp(p;)a j, and clearly pi is orthogonal to ZRxn,. As YII is 
x-prime over 9J& U c, too, it follows that Dp(p,) 2 j+ 1. Suppose vice versa that 
Dp(pJ 2 j + 1. Then there exists a p;~ S’(%,) such that Dp(p;)> j and pi is 
orthogonal to Y&. As T does not have the dop, some (strongly) regular pi E 
S’(%,J is not orthogonal to pi. By induction hypothesis Dp(pi) 3 j, and clearly pi 
is orthogonal to ?7.$ (as p; is). Hence Dp(p,) 2 j + 1. So (1) is proved for i = j + 1. 
Hence for proving (2) we may assume that moz, <8&. Let c realize a non-forking 
extension of p1 to h3, %, be x-prime over 9X0 U c and sn2 x-prime over %,, U%&. 
Then for some c’ realizing p3, Xn2 is x-prime over mZ, U c’. Now the proof is as for 
(1). 
3.4. Lemma. Let ((P$,, G) 1 u E I) be an Y&-x-representation for some x-saturated 
model ‘%I. Then Dp,(u, I)sDp(%, %,-). 
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Proof. Trivial by induction. 
3.5. Lemma. The value of Dp(p) does not depend on x = t or a if both are defined. 
Proof. Suppose that p is strongly regular and stationary and T is totally transcen- 
dental (then both definitions apply). By 3.3 we may assume that p E S1(ZR), where 
m is a-saturated. Let c realize p and 8 be a-prime over YJlUc and 9.X’ t-prime 
over % U c such that W < %. Now one direction is trivial, and the other follows 
looking at an W-t-representation of 8. 
Now we shall prove a lemma which will do most of the work in getting the exact 
number of non-isomorphic models -at least if Dp(T) is big. This lemma is in 
some sense the analogue of what is called ‘the quasi-uniqueness of representa- 
tions’ in [3] - but we shall only prove it for ‘reasonable’ trees, i.e. those trees we 
are interested in later on. But this sharper condition gives a sharper result. 
3.6. Lemma. Let ((%!A, a:) ) u E Ii) for i = 1,2 be x-representations of the same 
x-saturated model m and K be an infinite cardinal. For u E& let Pt = 
{t(Ut, iQ1,) ) Ui E Ii} (for U$?! 1; Pi is empty) and 0: = {p E PA 1 dim(p, m) > K}, Q’ = 
Uucl, 0:. Suppose that for all u E Ii IPAl< . K and for all u E I;- PL = Ql. Then there 
exists a bijective map f : Q1 * Q2 satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) p E Q1 is not orthogonal to f(p), hence Dp(p) = Dp(f(p)). 
(2) If p E QA and f(p) E Qz, then for all but K realizations ak of p there exists a 
realization a:@ of f(p) such that for all u’ 1 UCY and all q E Qt, there exists a v’ =I ~$3 
such that f(q) E Q$ and for all v’ IV@ and all q E Qt, there exists an u’ 2 UCY such 
that f-‘(q) E QA,. 
Proof. By superstability we can find sets $?lL c %L such that u c v implies ‘8; c %?lL, 
(Ails K, for all p E PL p does not fork over %L, p ( %A is stationary, at E%:, 
t(‘ilf, ‘%LU aLj) is almost orthogonal to ‘%A and t(a$, wu) is orthogonal to a:-. 
Clearly (as in Lemma 2.5) under these conditions t(‘i?l~, IJ {‘2X: ( not u c v}) does 
not fork over 5?$. Now clearly f is well defined and bijective by condition 
(1) - so we need only to prove (2). So assume p E 0: and f(p) E Q$ 
By superstability and IAt\ < K we can find a subtree 1:~ I2 such that 
@?I& IJ (‘3; 1 w E I,}) does not fork over U {‘%$I w E I:} = : !I& and lIzI s K. Now 
for at most K independent realizations al of p, t(aia,, ‘%AU’&) forks over ‘8:. So 
suppose that t(aim,, %AU’%Ju) does not fork over ‘?I: and let u’=) U(Y and q E Q$. 
Then q is orthogonal to ‘%tU!&, because t(%i., %ilJ a&J is allost orthogonal to 
‘%A (induction on the length of u’) and hence t(%t,, %A U ‘&,) does not fork over ‘%t. 
So for any w E It q is orthogonal %X; (as 5%~=‘??3,J. Furthermore, if t(a&, %AU 
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&, U c&,> does not fork over %~U’%$,, then q is orthogonal to any q’ E Q$ for 
w = ~$3. Hence there must be a p (clearly it is unique) such that t(a$, %!I: U!&, U 
ak) forks over 58” and if f(q) E Q,‘, then u’ 2 II@. By symmetry we get for q E Qz,, 
u’ 3 w@ and f-l(q) only K ‘exceptions’, too, which finishes the proof. 
3.7. Theorem. Suppose T is deep. Then for all h 3 1 TI + q, I(h, T) = 2’. Moreover, 
if A ah(T)+w, and K <A we can get the models (a, K)-saturated. 
Proof. As T is deep, there exist a-saturated models ‘%,, and elements u.,, such that 
ag =$i, I%@ is a-prime over 8, I!JIn <%Zn+l, !JIntl is a-prime over Yin U k+lr 
t(u,,+,,%,,) is regular and for ~121, t(a,,+l, !I&,) is orthogonal to %2,_1. Using 
superstability, we can find countable sets ‘$?I, = %, such that I?&, = %n+l, G+~ E 
(11: nt17 an+1, ‘?I,, U LZ,,+J is almost orthogonal to %,, t(a,,+l, %,,> does not fork over 
‘&, and t(a,,+,,‘%,,) is regular, stationary and orthogonal to %x,_1. Now let 
h 2 ) TI + q (the moveover-clause is left to the reader). By induction on the length 
of u (denoted l(u)) we can easily define $?I,, I&, a, for u E “‘h such that t(%‘u, @) = 
t(‘%!,(,), B), ‘iX, c !Rn,, t(%,, $3) = t(‘?&, @>, and (Gi)i<A is independent over %,. Now 
let ‘$I; be a finite subset of a0 such that t(a,, %,) does not fork over %i. 
For any UC h \(O}, U# $4, we can easily construct a tree I, cW’h such that 
(Y E U iff for A different u E I,, I(u) = 1 and Dp,(u, Iu) = LY and for all u E I,, 
Dp,(u, &,) = Dpl(u, &_,). For any such U let %R” be u-prime over U @I, j u E I,} 
and YI” <Z?R” be a-constructible of cardinality X over lJ (!I?&_, 1 u E Iuj- such that 
zllz” is u-prime over !JP, too. Now suppose that F: %” * 3” is an isomorphism 
such that F 1%; = id,,. Clearly F can be extended to F:YXIIZU + PI”. So it is 
enough to prove: if F:%R” += 2J2” . IS an isomorphism fixing ‘$-Ii, then U = V. For 
u E 1, = II and v E Iv = 12, let 8: = F(%J, aA = F(u,,) and %t = !&,, ai = q. Then 
((EA, aA> ( u E Ii) is an x-representation of !I%?” for i = 1,2. By the choice of the 
trees, clearly for K = w the assumptions of Lemma 3.6 are satisfied-even 
stronger for u E I;, Pi ={pt} and 0: = PA, because for any u E& (same for 
v E Iv) Dp,(u, I”) a 1 iff dim(pt, mm”) = X. Hence there exists a bijective map 
f : 1; -+ 1; such that pt is not orthogonal to p&,,, and for all but countably many (Y 
there exists a 0 such that for all u’ =I U(Y such that f(u’) is defined f(u’) I vp. It 
follows easily by induction that for those ucy and vp Dp,(ucw, Iu) = Dp,(vp, Iv). 
Now by fixing ‘%i necessarigy f(@) = fl (b ecause all the other types are orthogonal 
to ‘2X$>. Hence for all but countably many OL E Iu there is a p E Iv such that 
Dph(a, IV) = Dp, (P, Iv). By the choice of 1” and Iv we can reconstruct U (or V) 
and get U = V, which is what we wanted to prove. 
3.8. Lemma. Suppose that T is shallow. Then Dp(T) -=c (h(T))‘. 
Proof. Let 9.J2 be a-prime over 8. Then IMJ = A(T). As the depth of a type is an 
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invariant under an elementary map, for every (strongly) regular type p there is a 
(strongly) regular type q E S’(XR) such that Dp(p) = Dp(q). If Dp(q)>(h(T))+, 
then for every i <h(T)+, i not a limit ordinal, there exist a type qi such that 
Dp(qi) = i. AS qi can be found in S’(!.I8), then T is unstable in A(T), which implies 
the lemma. 
4. Shallow theories-basic theorems and the induction beginning 
Now because of Theorems 1.1 and 3.7 we shall assume in the following 
4.1. Hypothesis. T does not have the dop, and T is shallow. 
Hence the depth Dp(T) is defined (and less than m) and clearly it is natural to 
compute I(h, T) by induction on Dp(T). Unfortunately, the general case is not 
solved yet, and so we need 
4.2. Hypothesis. T is totally transcendental (in the sense of [13]). 
The reason for this assumption is that it implies the existence of prime models 
over any set, and (as I think, more importantly) the existence of ‘enough’ strongly 
regular types. 
First we shall develop (following [l]) some useful properties of dimensions of 
strongly regular types. The results are valid for regular types and a-saturated 
models, too-but then they are rather trivial, because the main difficulty in the 
proofs is that some dimensions might be finite. 
4.3. Lemma. Let p E S1(21) be strongly regular and stationary, ‘3 ~2.Jl<% and p’ 
the non-forking extension of p to 2J?. Then 
dim(p, 52) = dim(p, 2.X) + dim(p’, 8). 
Proof. Obviously, dim(p, %) >dim(p, %l2) + dim(p’, %). Let 4 E p be a formula such 
that (p, 4) is strongly regular. Let XI3 = (bi)i<lL be a maximal independent set of 
realizations of p in !I8 and 6 = (c~)~<* be a maximal independent set of realizations 
of p’ in ‘%. Then it is sufficient to show that for every realization a of p in 8, 
t(a, %?I U 8 U G) forks over ‘%. So let a E % realize p. If a en, then by the definition 
of ‘58, t(a, ‘8 Um) forks over 5% and we are done. So suppose that a E N\ M. As p is 
stationary, by the definition of 6, t(a, fmU6) forks over %I?. Suppose by contradic- 
tion that t(a, ‘21 U 8 U &) does not fork over g. Then for some finite d E mm, 
t(a,‘%U!-8U~U&forksover%(U~U%).As t(a,%UBU&)doesnotforkover% 
and t@,‘%UB) does not fork over %, t(d,%UBU&Ua) forks over ‘%U?8. Let 
B*={b~M~!=~(b)}. If t(d,‘%UB*U6Ua) forked over 8U’8*, then as !?8 is a 
model, there would be E’ = (Cl)i<n U M such that I=I+!J(c:) and t(d, $!I U B* U I?) forks 
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over ‘8 U ‘B*, which clearly contradicts the definition of ‘!8*. Hence t(a, ‘?I U B* U 6) 
forks over %?I U 8 U a. But this is impossible because for all b E B” \ B we have 
b+(b) and by the definition of !I3 then t(b, iXU‘8) is not a forking extension of p, 
whence t(a, % U ‘8 U 6) is orthogonal to t@*, ‘% U !8 U 6). 
4.4. Lemma. Let p and q E S’(m) be strongly regular such that p is not orthogonal 
to q. Then for all YIz>2R, dim(p, %> = dim(q, 92). 
Proof. The assumption implies that for all a realizing p in Y2 there exists a b 
realizing q in Y? such that t(a, 2.RU b) forks over 2X, and vice versa. Clearly, if 
(aili<* are independent over %JI realizing p the corresponding (bi)i,, are indepen- 
dent over %J? realizing q. 
4.5. Lemma. Let p E S’(‘3 U 6) be stationary, strongly regular and not orthogonal to 
‘21. Then for all 6’ such that st(F, !?I) =st(b, a) and all models Y.Jl~‘i?lU 6U 6’, 
dim(p, ZJ?) = dim(p(% U 6’), 2.R). 
Proof. Let %<%I? be prime over %U bU 6’, p’= p(‘i%U I?). 
First case: t(6’, ‘3 U 6) does not fork over ‘2X. Then b and b” are indiscernible 
over % and so dim(p, %) = dim(p’, 8). Now the result follows from Lemmas 4.3 
and 4.4. 
Second case: Otherwise. Let Z realize st(& ‘2l) such that t(E, mZ) does not fork 
over ‘8 and let q = ~(‘8 U E). Let ??JI’ be prime over YJ2U E and r (resp. r’) be the 
non-forking extensions of p (resp. p’) to 2JI. By the first case dim(p, YJ?) = 
dim(q, 2,X’) = dim(p’, ID?) and by Lemma 4.4, dim(r, 82’) = dim(r’, 8X’). Clearly this 
last dimension is SW(Z,!J.JI’)<W, and hence by Lemma 4.3, dim(p,%JI) = 
dim(p’, Y.72). 
Now we are able to do the beginning of the induction. The theorem already 
appeared in [13] (up to some misprints), but the following proof will be easier 
to understand, because the condition ‘Dp(T) = 1’ is better to handle than ‘T is not 
multidimensional’-although they are really equivalent. 
Before stating the theorem, let us introduce some notation that will be only 
important if I(h, T) is finite. 
4.6. Definition. Let K, h be (not necessarily infinite) cardinals and G be a group 
of permutations of h. Then we say for fi, f2e ‘K, fl -Gf2 iff for some g E G, 
g ofI =f2 and let K*/G be the number of equivalence classes of ^I~. 
4.7. Tlworem. Suppose Dp(T) = 1 and (for the sake of simplicity) that any model 
of T has cardinal@ at least 1 TI. Then there exist cardinals pl, p2 < 1 TI such that for 
all CO, aIT\, I( CO,, T) = ((Y + lI+ ICY + 01~ 2 or both numbers are finite. The latter can 
only occur if T is ITI’-categorical (in this case I(o,, T) is la+ 1) or la+ol for 
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CO, = (TI and 1 otherwise) or l< t.~r < o, j.~~ = 0, every model of T is a-saturated 
and cx CO. In this case I(w,, T) = lcv + 11*/G for o, = JTJ and ((Y + lI”l/G - (czl’+/G 
for some subgroup of the group of permutations of p. 
Proof. Let ZJ& be prime over fl and (qi)i<w be a maximal set of strongly regular, 
pairwise orthogonal types E S’(%J&). Choose for all i -C CL, ai E MO such that qi does 
not fork over 4, pi = qi 1 iii is strongly regular and stationary and if possible (there 
exists an ai such that) pi is not isolated. W.1.o.g. (going to non-orthogonal q:) we 
may assume that for i <j either t(i& $3) = t(i& $3) or that for all sii realizing t(i&, @), 
pj is orthogonal to pi(ii:). Now let (renumbering and renaming) 
{pi 1 i <FL) = {p: 1 i < pl, pi = pi for some j < /A is isolated} 
U {p: 1 i < ~2, p: = pj for some j < CL is not isolated}. 
Hence by the choice of ai for i <pl, dim(p:, 9X,,) = o and for i <p2, 
dim(p:, !I&,) = 0. Now let m be any model. Then clearly there exists an %R& <YB 
such that !?A!& is isomorphic to 92,. Let qI be the corresponding types to qi in 
S’(?IR$. Looking at Theorem 2.6 and remembering Dp(T) = 1 we get that .!IR is 
prime over %J?& and sets of independent realizations of qi. Now, as dim(p:, YJ&J = 
w, we can find an ‘9& such that if qj ) 4 = p: for some i, then dim(q;, ??JQ 2 o. Such 
an m; will be called good for %!. Hence clearly I(w,, T)G Ia + 1)‘“~ ICY + 01~2, 
because 93 is determined by the dimensions of the qi. Now let 9&d <%JZ be another 
good prime-model for %R. If for all i <p, st(ii:, $J) = st(iiy, $3), then dim(q:, rm> = 
dim(q’,‘,%J2) by Lemma 4.5, because there are no types orthogonal to $!I by 
Dp(T) = 1. Otherwise we get a description of 93 by the dimensions of q’_: that is 
induced by a permutation of strong types. Now let us consider cases. 
If pl + p2 SW, then I(w,, T) = Ia! + l(“1 la + ~(~2, because we get enough models 
for the lower bound looking at those for which t(i&, $3) = t(tii, 8) implies 
dim(pi, %R) = dim(pj, 9X), as any type splits up in at most finitely many strong types. 
If t.~i + p2 = 1, then T is ITI’-categorical, and J!lJ2hn( = dim(q,, !lR) + (T(. If in this 
case w1 = 1, then I(ITJ, T) = Ia! + 11, and if p2=l, then I(IT~,T)=IcY+~(. 
So suppose 1 <pr+ p2<w. If p2 >O, then we claim that I(o,, T) = 
((Y + ll’“1 ((Y + 01~2, what follows as in the case g1 + j.~~? w because we need only to 
prove I(w,, T)>(a!+wl, what we get looking at models rXrt realizing just two 
different dimensions (one of them is w, to get the model large enough). 
So suppose j.1,~=0. For J(Y(~w then I(w,, T) a 1~11 (looking at the realized 
dimensions), hence I(w,, T)= Ia+ lJ*l in this case. For J(YJ<w, let G be the 
following subgroup of permutations f of j.~ : there exists an automorphism g of %R,, 
such that g(qi) is not orthogonal to qfci,. Then la + 11+/G is the number of models 
of cardinality so,. To get the number of models of cardinality exactly o,, we 
need (except for o, = ITI) one large dimension-what gives the formula stated in 
the theorem. 
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Now things are somewhat simpler if the theory T is countable (at this stage not 
very much). So we shall state a slightly more general result for this special case. So 
denote by I”(w,, T) the number of x-saturated models of cardinality o, (clearly 
I’(o,, T) = I(o,, T)). Then we have 
4.8. Corollary. Suppose T is countable and Dp(T) = 1. Then (T(o,, T), I”(@,, T)) 
can only be one of the following pairs of functions: 
(1) I’(@,, T) = I”(o,, T) = 1 for all (Y. 
(2) I’(o, T) = o, P(q T) = 1, and I’(w,, T) = I”(w,, T) = 1 for all (Y > 0. 
(3) I’(%, T)=I”(o,,T) is 1 fora!=O, ]a+lIW/Gfor I~~I<:wand Icxj for ((Y[ZO 
for some group G of permutations of CL Co. 
(4) I’(w,, T) = Ia +o) and m(~,, T) is as in (3). 
(5) I’(w,, T) = I”(w,, T) = Ia + 1)“. 
(6) I’(w,, T) = la + 11” o, I”&, T) = (a + 11”. 
(7) I+,, T) = ]a + w(O, I”(o,, T) = Ia + II”. 
4.9. Remark. Going into the proof of 4.7, it is easy to give examples for all those 
functions -except for (5). The question is whether an w-categorical theory of 
depth 1 can have an infinite number of dimensions. That this case is impossible, 
follows from [2]. 
5. Countable o-stable theories T satisfying l<Dp(T) (00 
In this section we shall close the gap that remained after [15] and reprove the 
results of that paper. Finally this will give Theorem 0.1. So from now on assume 
ITJ = o. This assumption is made mainly for the sake of simplicity, because for 
arbitrary cardinality of T the number of possible functions I(p, T) increases 
rapidly. The proof is complicated enough for countable languages; there are 
several ideas how to improve the demonstration - in fact, the first version of the 
paper contained one of them (using an erroneous argument). 
For notation let Fp denote the class of all pairs of functions 
(I*(w,, T), I”(o,, T)) on uncountable cardinals, where T is a fixed countable 
theory of Dp(T) = p. As it will make no difference, we shall not distinguish 
between finite numbers in the following and let fin denote any finite number. For 
the same reason we shall ‘forget’ the oi-categorical case. So by Corollary 4.8, 
F1 contains exactly the following three pairs of functions: (]a\+fin, (czj+fin), 
(]a!+~], ]cr]+fin>, (la+ I]“, ]CX + I]“). So let us state the theorem that implies 
(together with Corollary 4.8) Theorem 0.1. 
5.1. Main Theorem. Let 1 Cp <ol, p not a limit ordinal. Then F, contains 
exactly the following pairs of functions: 
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(1) For l<p<o: 
(min(2”, &-&x + w\‘~‘)}, min{2”, 1p-2(j~ + Oh’s’)}), 
(min(2”-, &-~(J’Y + WI)}, min{2”, I~-&x + w)‘~‘)}), 
(min(2”-, Zlp-l(j~ + ol)}, min{2”-, ls-l(Icy + ol)}), 
(min{2”-, lp-l(j~ + II”)}, min{2”-, 1p-1((~ + II”)}). 
(2) For p>w: 
(min{2”-, &(J(Y + ol)}, min{2”-, Ia((a +a\)}). 
The proof of this theorem is somewhat complicated because of the cases that 
are to be considered. The main difficulties arise if Dp(T) is ‘small’, i.e. Dp(T) < w. 
The reason is that the largest function in F,, is larger than the smallest function in 
E+I (f or (Y <w , so that we cannot ‘neglect’ the part of lower depth. The proof 1 1 > 
of the theorem will take the whole Section 5 -and hence be broken up into a 
large number of steps. The first steps will not need that T is countable or totally 
transcendental (but clearly superstable). As there might be some use of these 
later, they will be marked by ‘*‘. 
First of all we shall develop some important properties of types of depth >O 
which go far beyond Lemma 2.2, but some of the ideas were already used in the 
proof of Lemma 3.6. 
5.2*. Definition. Let t(c, ‘%) and p E S’(% U !& U c U 23,) be (strongly) regular and 
stationary. Then p is called an l-x-successor type of c over ‘21 iff t(c, % U&,) does 
not fork over ‘%, t(‘&, ‘$?I) is x-isolated, t(‘&, ??IUB3, U c) is almost orthogonal to 
8 U!&,, stationary and x-isolated, and p is orthogonal to %U?.&. If in addition p is 
not orthogonal to %?I U‘?& U c, then p is called an immediate l-x-successor type of 
c over ‘$I. Now we define n-x-successor types of c over !!I as follows: q is an 
(n + 1)-x-successor type of c over 9l iff for some r, r is an u-x-successor type of c 
over !!I and q is an l-x-successor type of a relization of r. q is an x-successor type 
of c over ‘21 iff for some n, q is an n-x-successor type of c over %. 
5.3*. Lemma. Suppose that p E S’(% U!& U c U!&) is an l-x-successor type of c 
over % such that Dp(p)+ 1 = Dp(c, YI). Then p is an immediate l-x-successor type 
of c over 3. 
Proof. Let ‘$I be x-prime over %U’?& such that t(c, 9X) does not fork over 
‘?I( US,). Then t(‘Brc, %J2) does not fork over ‘??I U%?,-,. Assume by contradiction that 
p is orthogonal to 3 lJ’&, U c. Then the non-forking extension p’ of p to fxnUBr U 
c is orthogonal to %RUc. So let YJ!’ be x-prime over ~UC such that t(‘&, %?) 
does not fork over ‘% U c, and let !IX* be x-prime over %Q’ U!&. Let q be the 
non-forking extension of p to %R*. Then q is orthogonal to !?I?. Now by Theorem 
2.6 and Lemma 2.7 we get x-saturated models !?I& and ??& such that t(‘t132r, m) is 
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orthogonal to !I& r(X$, !W) does not fork over rXn and !lR* is x-prime over 
?!&!r UIi?&. As r(c, X&J does not fork over mm, r(c’&, m) does not fork over %&! and 
hence q is orthogonal to !l&$. As T does not have the dop, q is not orthogonal to 
IDZ,. But then Dp(c, %R) a Do(p) + 2 ( remember q is orthogonal to 8X’), contradic- 
tion. 
X4*. Lemma. Suppose that p E S’(% U’&, U c U ‘i&) is an immediate l-x-successor 
type of c ozler 5%. Then p is nor orthogonal r0 %?I U c. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that for any !&, and 93; such that st(?&&, ‘?l U c) = 
st(‘#&, %!l U c), p is not orthogonal to p(% U’8& U c U??$). As p is not orthogonal 
to ‘$3 U!&, U c, for this it suffices to show that for any !8; such that st(!&, %?I U c) = 
st(‘@, ‘3 U c) there exist a ‘8; such that st(‘&&, ‘$?I U c) = st(‘?&&, %U c) and p is 
not orthogonal to p(%!I U& U c U!&>. So suppose that st(%?& %!I U c) = st(‘& ?I U c). 
Let %X be x-prime over ‘21 such that r(c9&123& %Q) does not fork over (11. Let !l& be 
x-prime over 9X U c, roZ, x-prime over 9X U Bo, iDi!; over 9.X U 936, YJi$ over 5lJ& U t?J& 
and m over %I$ U%l?&. Now w.1.o.g. we may clearly assume %, c ??& and let q be 
the non-forking extension of p to .!lI&. By assumption q is orthogonal to !?.&, (as p 
is orthogonal to ?I), hence as T does not have the dop, some (strongly) regular 
r E S1(Z?Xzn,) is not orthogonal to q. But as r(‘Z$, ~m,) = r(‘B;, 9X1) for some %% such 
that r(5&,!&, %J&) = r(!&!&, !?&) p@ U@h U c U%?i) is not orthogonal to the same r 
and hence to p -which is what we wanted to prove. 
5.5*. Lemma. Let r(c, ‘3) be (strongly) regular and stationary. Suppose that 
r(c, !?I U ‘8’) does nor fork over ‘8. Then for any immediate l-x-successor type p’ of c 
over %U’W there is an immediate l-x-successor type p of c over 3 such rhar p’ is 
nor orthogonal to p. 
Proof. Let mZ, be x-prime over ‘3 such that r(Wc, !!&) does not fork over %?I. Then 
r(c, Yi&,U’iY’) does not fork over 5%. Let ?lJ& be x-prime over %J&Uc, %J& be 
x-prime over %J& U’%’ and % x-prime over XJ& Ufm,. Now suppose that p’ E 
S’(‘B U%’ UB; U c U‘i&) is an immediate l-x-successor type of c over ‘$I U %‘. By 
Lemma 5.4 we can assume (going to a non-orthogonal type) that ‘$3; c ‘$I&, 939; c %, 
and hence r(‘&, I%$ UC) is almost orthogonal to ‘$&. Let q’ be the non-forking 
extension of p’ to %. As p’ is orthogonal to ‘8 Uk?I’, q’ is orthogonal to %J&. Now, as 
r(%J&,YJl,) does not fork over %I&, and T does not have the dop, q’ is not 
orthogonal to some (strongly) regular q E S’(2l2,). Clearly for some ‘&,‘i& cmZ, 
p=q(lxuB~ucu23~ is an l-x-successor type of c over ‘?I. If p was orthogonal to 
8 U ‘i& U c, then p would be orthogonal to ?I U ‘i& U $?I’ U c and hence to ‘?I U ‘%’ U c. 
But this is impossible, as p is not orthogonal to p’ and p’ is not orthogonal to 
‘?I U 8’ U c. Hence p is an immediate l-x-successor type of c over ‘3. 
5.6*. Theorem. Let pi E S’(2li) be (strongly) regular and srarionary for i = 1,2 such 
that pi is nor orthogonal to p2. 
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(1) Then for any cl realizing p1 such that t(cI, %I U’&) does not fork over ‘5X1 
there exists a c2 realizing p2 such that for any immediate l-x-successor type q of cl 
over Al there exists an l-x-successor type h(q) of c2 over ‘?I2 such that q is not 
orthogonal to h(q). If Dp(q) + 1 = Dp(p,), then Dp(h(q)) + 1 = Dp(p,), hence in this 
case h(q) is an immediate l-x-successor type of c2 over ‘&. 
(2) The map h (of 0)) f rom the immediate l-x-successor types of c1 over ‘21, can 
be set up for all ci realizing p2 such that there exists an ‘8 such that t(c,, 8, U‘& U 
S’) does not fork over ‘8, and t(cI, ‘21, U’%, U‘%’ U ci) forks over !?I,( U’%, U’%‘), and 
if Dp(q) + 1 = Dp(p,), then h(q) is an immediate l-x-successor type of ci over ?I2 
and depends only on st(‘%,c~,~,cJ up to non-orthogonality. 
Proof. (1) Let ‘& be x-prime over 9X1 U%, such that t(c,, ?I&) does not fork over 
!?&, and let $J& be x-prime over %R,, U cl. Hence some c2 E MI \I& realizes the 
non-forking extension of p2 to %J&. Now for any immediate l-x-successor type q 
of c1 over 5X, we get (by Lemma 5.4) an r E S’(2JlJ not orthogonal to q such that 
for some & cm1 r ) ‘i?& UC, U’& is an immediate l-x-successor type of c1 over 
&. Clearly r is orthogonal to ?I&. Now as !& is also x-prime over !?I& U c2, for 
some %12c%,, h(q) := r ( ‘%!12U c2Um2 is an l-x-successor type of c2 over 8,. If 
Dp(q) + 1= Dp(pJ, then Dp(h(q)) + 1= DP(P,) = Dp(p2) (by Lemma 3.3), hence 
h(q) is an immediate l-x-successor type of c2 over 912. 
(2) Let 91tn, be x-prime over VI1 UI?12UW such that t(c;cl, D&J does not fork 
over ‘11, U’?l,U’%‘, and let 8 be x-prime over YJ?,,U c1 U c;. By Theorem 2.6 we 
can find x-saturated models %Rm,, %, and $I2 such that ‘ZJ& is x-prime over 8?,, U c;, 
t(&, %X1) is orthogonal to ??I&,, t(‘& !I&) does not fork over %I?,, and !JI is x-prime 
over ?X2, U’%,. Now let q be an immediate l-x-successor type of c1 over ?&. As in 
the proof of (l), there is an rE S’(%) not orthogonal to q such that for some 
‘%$ c ‘9, r ( %?I,UcI U’& is an immediate l-x-successor type of c1 over ‘%,. As 
t(cI, ‘!J12) does not fork over 9&, r is orthogonal to 912. Hence, as T does not have 
the dop, some (strongly) regular r’E S’(%J is not orthogonal to r. 
Clearly r’ can be chosen to be an n-x-successor type of c; over ??I2 (by not dop 
and Theorem 2.6). If r’ is orthogonal to .%X!,, then 
hence for Dp(q) + 1 = Dp(cl, VII), r’ is not orthogonal to some (strongly) regular 
h(q) E S’(.YJl,) which then is an immediate l-x-successor rype of ci over YJ2. The 
remaining phrase follows from indiscernibility. 
Now clearly there are some connections between theories of depth p and types 
of depth /3. So we need 
5.7*. Definition. Let p = t(c, ‘3) be (strongly) regular and stationary. Then % 2 
VI U c is called a p-x-model iff for some ~,,C~, < ‘9 we have: Y& is x-prime over 
%?I, t(c, ‘tnz,) does not fork over ‘8, !IJ& is x-prime over I%& U c, % is x-saturated and 
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t(%, ?&> is orthogonal to !l&. Two p-x-models % and %’ are called p-isomorphic 
iff there exists an isomorphism f : % + 8’ such that f 1 A = idA. 
We let I”(p,, p, T) denote the number of non-p-isomorphic p-x-models of 
cardinality <p (attention, we do not require equality). 
Writing IX(k, p, T) will always implicitly mean IAl < CL. 
Now suppose that % is a p-x-model and %’ is a p’-x-model, and let %J&, c, m1 
be as in the definition (respectively m, c’, ml). Then % is called eventually p-p’- 
x-isomorphic to %’ iff there exist an x-saturated model 3* and elementary maps 
f : % ?h ‘%*, f’ : I%’ -+ %* such that for some x-saturated models m*, 4%, and !J& we 
have: f(m) Uf’(m) cm*, roZ*<%!2,<%*, m*<‘%i<%*, tCf(c), %,) does not 
fork over f(%J&), tCf’(c’), ?J&) d oes not fork over f’(s), tCf(c), m*Uf’(c’)) forks 
over m*, Zn* is a t@(c), Y&J-x-model such that %!* is x-prime over %* Uf(X), and 
%* is a tCf’(c’), %k)-x-model such that %* is x-prime over 84 Uf’(%‘). 
A family {si 1 i <K} of p-x-models is called a good p-family (of p-x-models) iff 
for i <j < K, ‘i& is not eventually p-p-x-isomorphic to gi and Isi ( S p for all i < K. 
5.8. Additional Lemma. Let p = Dp(p) 5 1 f or some strongly regular and statio- 
nary p E S’(%), ‘?I countable. Then (F(o,, p, T), I”(o,, p, T)) E Fp. 
Now we shall turn to the proof of Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.8 simultaneously; 
they will be proven in a very similar way. 
To avoid unnecessary complications, we shall not take care of ‘I”(p, p, t)s2”’ 
and ‘IX(~, T)<2’“‘. The reader is expected to correct those miscountings by 
himself. In the proof at many places we are forced to look at a type different from 
p. Such a type will be usually called p’ and all constructions made for p will be 
carried over just putting “’ everywhere. 
Let us fix some more notations. For the proof of 5.1 let ‘%T be x-prime over 8, 
and for the proof of 5.8, let m be x-prime over a, c realize a non-forking 
extension of p to %$ and m be x-prime over %J?X, U c. We may clearly assume 
that YJ& <q and that m is a-prime over mi Um. Now in the following we 
shall mainly prove Lemma 5.8, because the results for 5.1 then follow immediatly 
along the same lines, just ‘forgetting’ the references to p, %, c, m and so on. 
If X2” >‘ZlJ?T is an p-a-model, then there exists an p-t-model 8’ <‘P’ such that 
8’ is a t(c, %)-t-model and ?X2” is t-prime over Z’ Umy (applying Theorem 2.6), 
hence I”(w,, p, T) < r(o,, p, T). 
Now there exists easily an upper bound for I’(w,, p, T). 
5.9. Lemma. If 1 <p <w, then I’(o,, p, T) <3.8_l(lcv + WI-), and if p > w, then 
F(G P, T) ==&()a +a\). 
Proof. By induction on @. Let (P~)~+ be a maximal set of pairwise orthogonal 
strongly regular types E S’(?&) which are orthogonal to m. If /3 = 1, then any p- 
t-model can be uniquely described by the dimensions of the pi, hence 
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n%, P> n s Ia + WI0 (CL so by o-stability). Otherwise any p-model can be 
described by pi-models, and hence 
I’(~,, p, T) < (Ia! + WIsU~W.,qJ-) 1 -(-@})O, 
implies the required inequalities by some trivial cardinal arithmetic. 
Now we shall prove a lower bound, which will do the work for p > w. 
5.10. Theorem on the Lower Bound. (a)* If 2 <p <w, then 1”(0,, p, 7’) 3 
Ip-z(JcY + ,I’a’) 
(b)” If p >A, then I”(o,, p, 7’) a&((cw + 01). 
(c) Hence for @ > w, I’(o,, p, T) = I”(o,, p, T) = &(Icx + 01). 
Proof. First we shall define some sets. 
Let X;=“+‘(wU{wy (OS-y ~a}) (maps from (Y + 1 into the cardinals SW,) and 
define inductiv’ely Xy+, to be the power set of Xy and X; = lJics XT for S limit. 
Furthermore define subsets Yg of XT where i is not a limit ordinal by induction 
on i as follows: u E Y; iff u(O) = 0,. If i = j + 1, where j is not a limit ordinal, then 
let Yg be the set of non-empty subsets of Yg. If i = S+ 1, where S is a limit 
ordinal, then let u E X7 be in Yg iff the following conditions are satisfied: u # @, if 
j < 6 is not a limit ordinal, then u fl XT+, contains only subsets of u n XT, and if 
j < S is a limit ordinal, then (u rl XT+,) c Yy+‘,, and (u fl XT+,) contains only subsets 
of UT+ (u n X;). If follows easily by induction that for 2 < i <co, I YgJ = IX:1 = 
li_z(la + u)‘~‘) and for i >o, i not a limit ordinal, lY~l= IX:1 = &(J(Y + 01). 
Now we shall define p-a-models %(p, u) of cardinality o, for all u E Yg and all 
types p of depth i such that for all uf U’E Yy and all p and p’ of depth i the 
models %(p, u) and %(p’, u’) are not eventually p-p’-a-isomorphic. Clearly then 
these models verify the lower bound of the theorem, and (c) follows immediately 
by Lemma 5.9. 
First we shall define %(p, u) for Dp(p) = 2 and u E Y;. For that let q E S’(%%) 
be regular such that Dp(q) = 1 and q is orthogonal to !?3& Let {b{ ( i co,, j < cx + 
1) be an independent set of realizations of q and let !?.J?{ be u-prime over w U b{. 
Then choose q{ E S’(%$) such that q{ is regular and orthogonal to 827 and let ‘# 
be an independent set of realizations of qi of cardinality oi. Finally let %i be 
u-prime over mi Uf$ and ‘%(p, u) be a-prime over U (3; I i < u(j), j <(Y + 1). 
Now suppose that for u, u’ E Y; the models %(p, u) and ‘%(p’, u’) are eventually 
p-p’-a-isomorphic via the maps f : %(p, u) + %* and f’ : %(p’, u’) + %* in intend to 
show u = u’. For this clearly it suffices to prove that for 0 < j < (Y + 1, u(j) s u’(j). 
So let Tm*, %, and 8; be as in Definition 5.7. Now consider a !lR*-a- 
representation ((tn,, 4) I u E I), where 3, = %R* and a, = f’(c’). As %* is u-prime 
over %* U f(%(p, u)) there are for all 0 < j<cu + 1, u(j) pairwise orthogonal 
regular types of depth 0 f(qi) that have dimension oi in %*. As f(qi) is orthogonal 
to f(m), f(qi) is definitely orthogonal to all t(&, X,-) where u(O)#O. Hence 
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there are at least u(j) pairwise orthogonal regular types of depth 0, t(a,,, %,,-) 
(Ov E I), that have dimension wi in %*. As t(f’(c’), 8;) does not fork over fl(%JJ”,‘), 
there are at least u(j) pairwise orthogonal regular types of depth 0 which are 
orthogonal to %$ and have dimension oi in %*. But as %* is a-prime over 
%$ Uf’(%(p’, u’)), there are at most u’(j) pairwise orthogonal regular types of 
depth 0 which are orthogonal to 3; and have dimension oi in %*. Hence 
uo’) G u’(j). 
Now for the induction step, we formulate a lemma, which will be useful later as 
well. 
5.11*. Lemma. L.et q E S’(R) be orthogonal to m0 and Dp(q) 2 1. Suppose that 
{Y? 1 i E U} is a good o,-family of q-x-models where U is infinite. Let {Yli 1 ~-CO,} 
be an independent set of realizations of t(%, 9X;). For any Vc U, V# 8, let Y?(V) 
be x-prime over U {%i 1 i E V, j < 0,). Then {m(V) 1 V c U, V# fl} is a good o,- 
family of p-x-models. If we do this for types p and p’ (here use q’, U’, . . .) and 
%(V) andYI’ are eventually p-p’-x-isomorphic, then for all i E V there exists an 
i’E V’ such that 2 is eventually q-q’-x-isomorphic to (%‘)I. 
Proof. Clearly it suffices to prove the last phrase. So suppose that %(V) and 
%‘(V’) are eventually p-p’-x-isomorphic via the maps f : 8(V) + %* and 
f’ : %‘(V’) + %* and let 9X*, ?J& and %;E be as in Definition 5.7 where by Lemma 
2.2 w.1.o.g. we may assume that %R* is x-prime over f(%JX;) Uf’(n$‘>. As 
Q(c), mZ* Uf’(c’)) forks over ZR* and dim(f(q), X*) = w, = dim(f’(q’), %*), we 
find that f(q) cannot be orthogonal to f’(q’) (for the same reason as at the end of 
he induction beginning in the proof of 5.10). Now look at the family {%i ) j < co,}. 
As i E V, U (‘92; 1 j < w,} c %2(V). Pick a realization ci of q such that 8; is a 
t(ci, %)-x-model. Now let fi* be x-prime over %J2* U f(m) Uf’(m;‘), ‘$%* <%*. 
Then dimCf(q), a*) = o, hence for some j co,, t(f(cj), a*) does not fork over 
m. Hence by non-orthogonality for some realization c’ of f’(q’), tCf(cj), !?%* U c’) 
forks over %?. By Lemma 2.2 w.1.o.g. we can assume that c’ = f((ci:)‘) for some 
i’ E V’ ((cj:)’ defined in the same way as cj). We claim that then %j and (%j:)’ are 
eventually q-q’-x-isomorphic. For this it suffices to find 9, and $4 such that %* is 
x-prime over !& Uf@), t(f(cj), %J d oes not fork over f(m), 8” is x-prime over 
!%i;, Uf’((%;:)‘>, t(f’((c;:>‘>, 2%;) d oes not fork over f’($$‘), By symmetry we shall 
only show that %* exists. By assumption %* is x-prime over %, U f(%( V)) and 
t@(c), &) does not fork over f(%G). Then let ‘&, be x-prime over ‘i&U U 
Cfm9IrEVI E<%, (y, E) # (i, j)}. This finishes the proof of Lemma 5.11. 
So we now continue to prove Theorem 5.10. If %(q, v) is defined for all v E Yg, 
where i is not a limit ordinal, then for any p of depth i + 1 and u E Yr+l we define 
fn(p, u) as follows: choose q E S’(w) such that q is orthogonal to %JT$, regular and 
has depth i. Then {%(q, v) 1 v E Yy} is a good o,-family of q-a-models. Hence we 
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can let for uf $4, u c Yq%(p, u) be m(u) constructed in the previous lemma to 
have all the requirements satisfied. This proves the induction step. So suppose 
that u E Y;+l, where 6 is a limit ordinal and %(q, U) is defined for all q of depth j 
for j <S and II E Yp. Choose a sequence (qj)j<s of regular typeset S’(!?JI~) such 
that qi is orthogonal to mg and Dp(q,) = j. For any qj and II E Yg choose an 
independent set {W(qj, U) ( y <co,} of realizations of %(qi, v). Then let for u E 
;+1 %!(p, u) be a-prime over IJ {%?‘(q. V) ) j<S, ‘u E u, y<o,}. Clearly then 
&p u) has a ‘canonical’ %J?“-a-representition ((m a,,,) ) w E I) such that for any 
w E;, w # (a, if we denote bi !J12, an a-prime mode;‘over U {,‘&,,,. ( w c w’, w’ E I}, 
then %,,, is a Zn(t(u,,,, %&), V) for some u E Yy (y = Dp(a,,,, !?J&)). By construction 
of Y,ail in this case necessarily u E U. Now suppose that %(p, u) and !JI(p’, u’) are 
eventually p-p’-a-isomorphic, and consider such an g2, = %(t(a,,,, m,,-), II). As in 
Lemma 5.11 we then find an WW. =%(t(~, 9J&_), u’) in %(p’, u’) which is not 
t(q,,, %Qwm)-t(a,,,., %&)-a-isomorphic to %,,,, hence IJ = U’ and u E u’. By the condition 
Dp(qj) = j every 2, E u occurs in this fashion and SO u = u'. 
So we have finished the proof of Theorem 5.10. Hence in the following we shall 
assume that /3 = Dp(p) < w. The next lemma (together with Lemma 5.11) will do 
most of the work if we have ‘many’ models. 
5.12. Lemma. SUppOSe that (qi)i<o E S’(kDi!~) are pairwise orthogonal immediate l- 
a-successor types of c over 9X;. Then there exist a good o,-family {Yli ( i ~2”) ofp- 
a-models. 
Proof. Let ?I$ be an independent set of realizations of qi of cardinality w,. For 
any u c w, let %1(u) be u-prime over %$ U {‘@ ( i E u}. Choose a finite %?I c llJEon such 
that t(c, 9:) does not fork over ‘?l and t(c,‘%) is stationary. Now if En(u) is 
eventually p-p-a-isomorphic to %(u’) via f : X(u) + 9* and f’ : ‘%(u’) + %* then 
there exists a bijective map from cf(qi) ( i E u} on cf’(qi) 1 i E u’} (defined by 
non-orthogonality) that depends only on st(f’(‘%U c), f(%U c)) by Theorem 5.6. 
Hence there exists the required family (as the number of those possible maps is 
countable). 
Now for proving the rest of Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.8, we have to produce a 
reasonable case-splitting. For this we need 
5.13. D&IlitiOll. ((~i,Ci)l i =S m) is called an m-x-chain for p iff %$, = m, cl = C, 
5112, = m, for i 2 1, t(qfl, fnz,) is (strongly) regular and orthogonal to %X-l, and 
ni+l is x-prime over XJ& U ciil. 
Clearly by Dp(p) = p < o there exists an p + l-x-chain for p, but no longer one. 
As these m-x-chains represent all possible ‘branches’ of x-representations, they 
are the reasonable ‘candidate’ for the case splitting conditions. 
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5.14. Case I. There exists a P-a-chain for p such that t(c@, %J&-J has w immediate 
l-a-successors. Then P((o,, p, T) ~~p_,<~cx + 11”). 
This follows immediately from Lemmas 5.12 and 5.11 by induction. Hence in 
this case 
So in the following we shall assume not Case I. 
Then there does not exist a P-t-chain for p such that t(cp, mm,_,) has w 
immediate l-t-successors, because such a chain could be easily lifted to a 
P-a-chain having this property. We claim that in this case I’(o,, p, T)G 
&-&I + 01). Th’ IS is clear if p = Dp(p) = 1, because any p-model can be described 
by finitely many dimensions. If @ > 1, then a p-model can be described by 
pi-models, where Dp(pi) < p. If Dp(pi) = /3 - 1, then I’(w,, p, T) ~&-~(la + WI> by 
the induction hypothesis, and otherwise we can use Lemma 5.9, which implies our 
claim. 
5.15. Case II. Not Case I, but there is an (/3-1)-a-chain for p such that 
t(cp_-l, 9Ji!ozp_2) has w immediate l-a-successor types. Then as in Case I by Lemmas 
5.12 and 5.11, I”(o,,p, T)~J.,_,(la+lI”) and by Theorem 5.10, Ia(tic,, p, T)s 
lp_z((a+~(‘o’). Combining these two with the other inequality we get 
I”(o,, p, T) = I%,, P, T) =&-I+ + 01). 
So assume not Case II in the following. Clearly then there does not exist a 
(p - l)-t-chain for p such that t(ca--l, Z&J has w immediate l-t-successor types, 
and not Case II implies not Case I. 
5.16. Lemma. Not Case II implies I”(w,, p, T) = Ilp-2((~ + oIla’>. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.10 and an easy induction as in 5.9 and 5.14 it suffices to 
prove I”(o,, p, T) =S (a! + o.I]‘~’ for a type p of depth 2 under hypothesis not Case II. 
By not Case II there exist only finitely many immediate l-u-successor types 
(P:)i<k I of depth 1 and (pP)i<k* of depth 0 of c over Y%$ Furthermore by not Case 
I each realization c: of pi has only finitely many l-a-successor types (qj(Ci))j<mi. 
Finally let (pi)i<lr be a maximal set of pairwise orthogonal l-u-successor types 
of c over @ which are not immediate l-a-successor types (in general p will be 
w, otherwise the proof would trivially finish here). So let ct realize pi. Then there 
exists a finite set 6: such that t(Gt, ?!A!: U c:) is almost orthogonal to Y%!T and for 
j < mi, qj(ci) does not fork over ny U&i and qj(c:) I%J?y U6: is stationary. Then 
let % be a finite subset of m such that: t(6, m U c) is almost orthogonal to w, 
for all i < kl, t(@, #II@:) does not fork over w U6, t(6:, !@ U@ is stationary and 
t&i, m U% U c:) is almost orthogonal to ??@, U 6, for all i < k2, pp does not fork 
over w U & and pq 12X$ U B is stationary, and for all j < mi, q,(c:) is orthogonal to 
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m U&. To avoid new notation, the restrictions of pp and pf to w U6 and of 
qi(c:) to m U Ci$ UK: will be denoted by the same letter. Now let %X’ realize 
st(my, %$ U c) such that t(!?X’, %!y) does not fork over i)moa U c. So every pi is 
orthogonal to 9.&Y (for all i < p). Hence for every pi there exist a realization bi of 
some p#J?) such that pi is not orthogonal to some immediate l-a-successor type 
of bi over D!‘. But for at most finitely many i, t(bi, flu&) forks over !L%‘. Hence 
by Theorem 5.6 for all but finitely many pi there exists a realization ci of some pi, 
such that some immediate l-a-successor type of Ci over R U6 is not orthogonal 
to pi. Using 5.6 again such a c; can be already found in the model to be described 
if the dimension of pi is not minimal. The pi for which such a c does not exist are 
clearly not orthogonal to fi)J2UG; let (pi)i<k” be a list of them. Now any p-u-model 
can up to isomorphism be described by: 
(a) the dimensions of (pP)i<k* and (P~)~<~?, 
(b) k1 maps fi :mg(~+l) -,wU{o, 1 y=~cu} such that for any gE”‘i(a!+l), A(g) 
is the number of those realizations Ci of pi for which dim(qj(9)) = 0~6). 
Hence there are at most Ia! + o(‘~’ such models. 
Now we have to decide which function we have to take for F(o,, p, T). In some 
sense this is determined by the ‘behaviour’ of t(ca, 9X,_,) at the end of a 
P-t-chain, but in a very bad sense. So suppose that ((pi, ci) 1 i s p) is a p-t-chain 
for p where q = t(c,, !?X,_,) has depth 1. W.1.o.g. we may assume that RM(c,, !?J2,,) 
is least possible in $J$, among those RM(cB, Z@,) is least possible and so on 
(remember the proof of Lemma 0.2). As we are not in Case I, cp as only finitely 
many immediate l-t-successor types (ri)i<m. So we can find a finite &cm,., such 
that for all i Cm, ri does not fork over f1178_1 U6, ri 1 ‘il%?D-l UK is stationary and 
orthogonal to %$_,. As in Theorem 4.7, we can choose 6 in such a way that for 
all i <m either ri (‘iI$_,U& is not t-isolated or for all %zY&+, U6, 
dim(r, ) %J2p_l Jf& %) 20. Renumbering and renaming, let (qg)j<mo be a list of 
those ri ( 82,_, UK which are not t-isolated, and (q&<,,,l a list of the others. 
5.17. Case III. Using the notations above, for some P-t-chain for p, some qp is 
orthogonal to all forking extensions of q. Then I(o,, p, T) = Is_l(I~ + 01). 
Proof. Using Lemma 5.11, it suffices to prove that under these conditions there 
exist (cu + W( pairwise not eventually q-q-t-isomorphic q-models. So let %$ = 
fXnp-lr a = c,, %?I =%J2, and r be the qy mentioned in the case condition. Clearly 
dim(r, %,) = 0 by the case condition. 
Let (bi)i<, be an independent set of realizations of r. Then let for any 
u E w U{w, 1 y G a}, %2(u) be t-prime over g2, U (bi)i<u. We claim that under these 
conditions for u # u’, LX(w) is not eventually q-q-t-isomorphic to %(u’). So 
suppose that ‘%(u) and 8(u’) are q-q-r-isomorphic via the maps f : S(u) + %* and 
f’ : %(u’) + sin*. Suppose that some a, realizes t(f(a), f(!R,)) such that 
t(a,, f (%,) U f (a)) forks over f (I?&). By assumption there exists a g2, such that 
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f(%J < % <S*, H_fb>, %J d oes not fork over f(%,,) and Y2* is t-prime over 
%2, U f(%(u)). H ence t(a,, %+J does not fork over f(!J&,) but t(a,, %, Uf(a)) forks 
over 8,. Now let rxn# be t-prime over ?J?* Uf(%,). As it is easily seen, then %* is 
t-prime over w U cf(bi) \ i < u). If a8 is not in !I&?, then f(r) would be not 
orthogonal to a forking extension of t(a,, 8,) -which is excluded by the case 
hypothesis. So a8 E M#. But this implies that for some immediate l-t-successor 
type ry: of a, over Y&, dim(r , ill*) = IA, while all other dimensions of immediate l- 
t-successor types are minimal (i.e. 0 or 0). Clearly the same is true for any a6 
realizing tCf’(a), f’(&J) such that t(a;, f’(Y&,) Uf’(a)) forks over f’(%,). But some 
a;: realizes the non-forking extension of @‘(a), f’(%,)) to 8, in %R#. For this a; 
for some immediate l-t-successor type r;C of a$ over %*, dim(r$, fn*) = u while all 
other dimensions of immediate l-t-successor types are minimal. Hence u = u’. 
So from now on we can assume that all qq are not orthogonal to some forking 
extension of q, in fact this implies that we can assume that all qy are already a 
forking extension of q (going to a non-orthogonal type). 
Now any q-t-model can be described up to isomorphism by the dimensions of 
the qy and qi. If we have two different realizations of q to make some model a q- 
t-model, then we only have a permutation of the qq and the qj by non- 
orthogonality which does not necessarily preserve finite dimensions. So for any 
q-model 2.X we choose some realization c of q such that 
C {dim(q:, Itnz I did& M) < 01 is minimal. If there is an infinite number of 
possibilities for the sum, then I(o,, q, T) = Ia! + WI and otherwise I(@,, q, T) = 
(aI+fin. This proves Lemma 5.8 for p = 1. 
Unfortunately, to have an infinite number of possibilities for the sum above is 
not necessarily preserved in going to a non-forking extension q’ of q (at least I 
could not prove it) -so we have to split up which we shall consider. Using the 
original P-t-chain ((rm,, q) 1 i s @) we can easily define by induction on the length 
of u for u E @‘0~,, u(O) = 0 if defined, mnz, and b, such that t(9&, $3) = t(SR,,,,, $3) 
and (hi)i<o is independent over ‘2X,,, where w.1.o.g. for u E @‘{O}, 8&, =9.X,,,,. 
Now let %X(q) be t-prime over U {!l&, ) u E @‘o, u(0) = 0 if defined} and r be the 
non-forking extension of q to n(q). By Lemma 5.5, for a realization c of r, the 
immediate l-t-successor types of c over 9X(q) may be denoted by q:(c) and q:(c) 
as well without any danger. 
5.18. Case IV. Using the notations above, there exists an r such that F(w,, r, T) = 
1~ + 01. Then F(o,, p, T) =18_1(1~ +ol). 
Proof. By the above discussion this implies that there are an infinite number of 
possibilities for the minimal sum C{dim(qp, %) ( dim(qp, N)co} for r-models ‘92. 
As there is nothing to prove for IczI 20 we shall assume Ial <o and then have to 
show P(w,, p, T) z=~~_~(w). 
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We can clearly find infinitely many non r-isomorphic r-models 8 such that the 
minimal sum 1 {dim(qg, %) ) j < m”} < o and dim(qt, %) = w. For such an % pick a 
c realizing q such that the sum has really this minimal value and for II E @{O} (there 
is only one) call this b,. Using essentially the same proof as in 5.17 (with a 
weakened version of q-q’-t-isomorphic) it suffices to prove the following claim: 
Let Y& be t-prime over % U iJ{2?A, ( u E p’oa}. If %,>.!X7, has an !&-t- 
representation ((E, c,) \ u E J), where J c {#} U ‘0, \{v} U ‘*‘w, (and 
u E J II @+lo, implies u ) p E J), .Ui’$ = Yll, each c, E @o, nJ is a non-forking exten- 
sion of q(!?X,,,_,) and each C,E @+‘g, rl J realizes an immediate l-t-successor 
type of cule over !&,,_,, then for every a that realizes t(b,,Y&,,_,) such that 
t(b,, !IRm,,,_, U a) forks over 2J$,1,_, 
2 {dim(qq(b,), %) I j < m”}< 1 {dim(qq(a), Y12,) ) j < m’}. 
Clearly by the conditions, ‘912, has a ‘canonical’ %&-t-representation ((Y.JI,, b,) 1 
u EI), where Ic @+*w,, 
j{t.ddn p+l~a ( u ) /3 = v}\ = c {dim(qq(b,), !J12 ( j < m”} 
for u E Inp+‘oa where u ) /3 = z, b, realizes an immediate l-t-successor type 
qq(b,), for u gJ\{#}c I b, = c,, and w is t-prime over %I Un,. 
First we shall prove that all a E NI fulfill the required condition and then, that 
t(a, 9J&,_, U b,) is a forking extension of t(b,, %Ru,,_,) implies a to be in St,. 
So suppose first a EN~ realizes t(b,, 2Jl+_,) such that r(a, M,,,,_, U b,,) forks 
over mZ,,,_,. By Theorem 5.5, if a’ realizes t(a, %J&,I~-~ U b,), then 
1 {dim(q?(a), %) I j<m”}=~{dim(q~(a’), &)I j<m’}. 
As a E N1, for some b; c Y? and &,c U (1131, ( u E p’oa} such that b, E b;, 
t(a, 2h!m,l,_, U b; U b;) is t-isolated. But clearly some 6; Em(q) realizes 
t(&, i?X32,,o_l U 6J. Hence some a’ E NI realizes t(u, YJi!,,,_,b,) and consequently by 
the choice of b, 
c Wdq?(a’), %) I j < m”}~ c {dim(qq(b,), !J&) 1 jc m”} 
which implies the required inequality. Now suppose that a E N2\ N, realizes 
t(b,,,9X,I,_,) such that t(u, ZRIIz,ls_lU b,) forks over ZJ?,lp_I. Then let ??J& be 
t-prime over U {DZ, 1 u c @‘CO,} such that ((W, b,) ( u E{#]U(ln@“W, UBw,)) is 
an %J&-t-representation of !&, and YIt, is t-prime over !?J& Umm, U{%$I uj E I}. AS 
a is not in Y&, for some w t(b,,,, ?XI, U a) forks over ?J&. Hence t(b,, LiPI,,,,,_,) is not 
orthogonal to some forking extension of t(b,,9Jlu~,_,). Then let k be maximal 
such that w 1 k = v \ k. As in Lemma 0.2, we can find some bh such that t(b’,, 
mZ,l,_,) is not orthogonal to t(bw,2J2,~a_1 ) and RWbL, YJL~~)<RM(b,,%,~d 
which contradicts the choice of q. So such an a does not exist. 
In fact the hypothesis ‘not Case III’ was not used in this proof. (Case III was 
mainly included to make things understandable.) 
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So now we are left with 
5.19. Case V. None of Case I-Case IV. Claim: Then 
I’(o,, p, T) = 1&\o + ol’a’). 
Proof. Clearly it is sufficient to prove F(o,, p, T) <18-2((~ + 01’“‘). To count a 
‘small’ number of models, we should have some reasonable restriction on the 
representations (there are too many arbitrary things in it). So for any q = t(b, %,,) 
of depth >1 and %, t-prime over %,, U b we let (qi)i<k(q) be a complete list of 
strongly regular types E S’&) that are orthogonal to !&, (clearly 1 s k(q) so) 
such that for an elementary surjective map f :Zt, * %i, where f(Y2,) = ?J& and 
f(b) = b’ always f(qi) = qi. To avoid ambiguity we sometimes write qi(%,,, b, g2,). 
So let ZRnz>.!lR~ be any p-t-model of cardinalityso,. Then we can find an 
!IJ2nZ; -t-representation ((m,, b,) 1 u E I) where I c o’(o, x w) (the generalization 
from O’W, to “‘(w, x o) should be clear), !l.l& = ?lJ?i, b, = c and formally 2$- = 
!?JZ& such that in addition each bu-c,,i, realizes qi(2Rol,, b,, ‘ZJlm,). Now we shall 
divide the model into an ‘essential’ and an ‘inessential’ part. So we shall define for 
each u E I a subtree J, of I such that u E J, implies u s u, and u E J, A u c w 
implies w EJ,. J, will be just the smallest subset of I satisfying the last condition 
which contains J: which will be defined now by induction on depth. 
If Dp(b,, Z.D2n-) ~2, then let J: = J, = $3. So suppose that Dp(b,(b,, ?I&-> = n > 2 
and J, is defined for all u ~1 such that Dp(b,,?&)<n. Then let u = u-(y, i)E I 
be in JL iff 
(a) Dp(b,, mU) < n - 1, or 
(b) dim(t(b,, YJ2,), rol> <w, or 
(c) for some w 2 v, where w is not in some J,,, which is already defined, there 
does not exist an infinite sequence (v,,,, w,,,),<, such that {v,,, 1 m co} is an 
infinite subset of I, v, = u-(y,,,, i) for some ‘y,,,, v,,, s w,,, E I, w,,, is in none J,, 
which is already defined, if w(k) = (E, j) for some k, then w,,,(k) = (~(k, m), j) for 
some E(k, m) (especially w,,,(k) is defined, but the same j is important). 
As this last condition only depends on the image of w in the second coordinate, 
there are at most countably many v E JL such that Dp(b,, mm,) = n - 1. 
Now let finally J = I\ U {J, ) u E I} and suppose u E J and let k = dam(u) # $3. 
Then clearly by the conditions for a representation 
C = ((W, @WI’&, c)-(@JL\i, b,\i) I 0 < i s k)) 
is an (k-t l)-chain for p. But as every u 1 i is in J, every t(buli, !?Jl,li_-l) must have 
depth n - i for 0 < i s k, except for i = k = n - 1, where this type might have depth 
0 instead of 1. But this clearly implies that for every u E J t(b,, !?&) is in none of 
the Cases I-III (otherwise p would be in one of these cases). Now consider some 
u E J such that Dp(b,, !I%) = 1. By condition (c) in the definition of the J,, we can 
easily imbed the model %!(t(b,, %J&->> into 2X where %Jl(t(b,, !?I&~)) was constructed 
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before 5.18 using the chain C. Hence there exist only a finite number of 
possibilities for the minimal sum of the finite dimensions. 
Now for any u E I let !I&, be t-prime over ((!?&,, b,) Iv E I, u c u). As %,, is 
minimal over the latter set, we get that u c v implies ?J2u <%,, %, is t-prime and 
minimal over U {~tn,,,i, 1 u-(y, i) E I} and %a =YX Now for any u E J we shall 
determine the number of possible %, by induction Dp(b,, !l&). If Dp(b,, 9&) = 
2, then there are Ia! + ~1’~’ possibilities by essentially the same proof as in Lemma 
5.16 (there is no J, to be considered). So suppose Dp(b,,, 9X,-) = n > 2, and for all 
‘u EJ such that 2<Dp(b,, 9Xxn,-) = k <n there are at most &__J\o +o\‘“‘) pos- 
sibilities for s2,. Let J: be the disjoint union of J1 U Jz U J3 (J: was defined above) 
where u~.Ti iff Dp(b,,?IJ&,)=n-1, ve.T, iff Dp(b,,%J2,,)=n-2 and UEJ, iff 
Dp(b,, !I&) -Z n - 2. Let finally be JO = {u-(y, i) ( u-(y, i) E J) and Y? be prime over 
U {!X2, I u E Ji}. Then ‘& is t-prime over Ui<4 ‘%?, and we have only to count the 
possible pieces Y?. 
By induction hypothesis, for so there are at most 
(la + wI’~-J’~+~“~‘))~ = ~.~-~(\a! + ,I’=‘) possibilities. 
As t(a,, 2X,-) does not fall in Case I, there is no n E.T~ such that t(a,,, .%!,) falls in 
Case I. Now J1 is countable (see above: J: is countable). Hence for %’ there are 
only 
(~+~(\a + o[))~ = &-& + 01) possibilities. 
As t(h, !l&) does not fall in Case II, there is no 2, E J2 such that t(cq, iI&) falls in 
Case I. Hence for %’ there are at most 
(Jo + w)I’“-~(‘~+~‘))“’ =In-2(1~ + WI) possibilities. 
Finally for ‘TQ3 there are only 
(la! + o~‘~-J’~+~‘~‘)” = I,_,((cr + 11”) possibilities. 
This finishes the proof of Case V and hence of the theorem. 
5.20. Concluding Remarks. Using the basic examples of 3.2, it is easy to con- 
struct theories which really have the mentioned I”- and T-function. The examples 
of 3.2 verify the ‘smallest’ function (the first one in the list). For the other ones, 
just add infinitely many new one-place predicates (Pi)i<o. Then for the second 
function, add the axioms that in each Eo-class there is exactly one element 
satisfying Pi. For the largest function, add the axioms that in each E,-class there 
are infinitely many elements satisfying Pi (for every i). And for the third function, 
add the axioms, that in each E,-class there are infinitely many elements satisfying 
Pi such that E&c, y) A Pi(x) implies Pi(y) and E. splits up every Pi in infinitely 
many E,-classes. 
In fact the proof also determined the number of o,-saturated models of 
cardinality o, for y <(Y: just replace in the second function of the pair (Y by 
(a-r). 
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6. General remarks and open questions 
This section is intended to be a survey of explanations and additions. So it will 
not contain any proof (only some ideas of proofs). Hence it might be wise if the 
reader is somewhat cautious in respect of the statements made here. 
First of all one may ask what happens to I(w, T). By [4] this number can only 
be 1, o or 2” (if T is countable and o-stable). For the w-categorical case this 
question can be answered by carefully examining [2]. So a o-categorical theory T 
may have the dop (see the example given). But if it doesn’t, then Dp(T)<w (and 
in particular T is not deep). The idea of the proof is as follows. Suppose 
Dp(T) 2 w. Then there exists arbitrarily long n-chains ((Y$&, ci)l i =S n). In such a 
chain necessarily for j < n - 1, t(c,,, !&+I) forks over 9J& (because t(‘%Zn-,, ‘%i+l) is 
orthogonal to !Ej and t(c,,, %J?,,_,) is orthogonal to YJ$). Hence RM(c,,, YJ$,) 3 n - 1 
and so sup(FW(p) ( p E S’(pl)}a w. The latter is impossible in o-categorical 
theories by [2]. A more elaborate proof shows that for o-categorical theories T of 
depth 6 necessarily I’(o,, T) = ~8-2(~a + ~1’~‘) b ecause for the other functions 
either there exists a non-t-isolated type over a finite set (this can be trivially 
excluded) or a type having an infinite number of immediate l-t-successor types 
what contradicts the finiteness of fundamental order (see [2]). The possibilities for 
I(o,, T) if I(o, T) is o or 2” are less clear; maybe the reader will find it out 
combining [4] with our paper. 
Now let me turn to the things promised in the introduction. The motivation for 
this paper came from [13-151, being convinced that the results there should be 
deep enough to solve the problem. Unfortunately, especially [14] and [15] are 
very hard to read-so the reader may try the exposition [3] (if he likes their 
notations). Now the remarks will follow the outline of the paper. 
So let us start with the dop. This property was defined in [14], where Theorem 
1.1 was also proved by a reference to the unstable case. There exists a different 
proof following an idea of Leo Harrington (see [3] or [12]). 
Sections 2 and 3 are somehow a ‘well-ordered’ version of the part of [14] 
dealing with theories that don’t have the dop. The Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 already 
appear in [3] at the end, but they avoided using them. But in my eyes they are 
quite important. As a general principle, if one defines some notation for (strongly) 
regular types, this should be invariant under non-orthogonality, because otherwise 
it will cause some trouble passing from a ‘local’ situation to a ‘global’ one. 
Lemma 3.6 was mainly included to prove Theorem 3.7. So the reader should 
look for a sharper version only for non-deep theories. This version should be 
considerably sharper than the ‘quasi-uniqueness theorem’ of [3]; for trials in this 
direction see below the remarks for Section 5. What is missing in the case T 
superstable (not necessarily totally transcendental) is the correct bound of the 
depth, i.e. to prove (or disprove) Dp(T) < IT(’ if it is not CO. 
Section 4 contains a ‘simple’ proof of the main parts of theorem 1X.2.4 of [13] 
using [l] - it seems to be quite okay. 
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Now we turn to Section 5, which in some sense is the worst one of the paper. 
The first trial is clearly to prove the following: ‘Suppose p E S’(%?I U ‘8) is (strongly) 
regular (and stationary) and not orthogonal to ‘?I. Then for some (strongly) regular 
g~S’@l), p is not orthogonal to 4’. This is definitely false for arbitrary T: 
consider Th(o x 0, Pi, Pz) where bP,((ii, ii), (i2, j2)) iff i1 = iz and 
bP2((il, jl), (i2, jJ) ifi ii = &,. But this might be true in Tq. As one did not succeed 
in proving this one may try to use the representations. Then the best thing to 
prove would be the ‘cancellation lemma’: ‘Suppose that mm<m,, .!& and that 
t(%, m, Ui&) does not fork over m. Let pi be prime over !l& <%. Then Zt, = ‘%* 
iff %I& =%I&‘. But I could not prove this either. To overcome this difliculty, the 
notion of p-p’-x-isomorphic was invented- having in mind the cancellation 
lemma to be ‘almost’ true and looking at the situation where one tries to prove 
uniqueness of representations. To do some reasonable induction, furthermore one 
needs something like I&, p, T). So it would be desirable to prove: ‘For every p 
there is a good w,-family of non-eventually p-p-x-isomorphic models {gi 1 i < 
rX(w,, p, T))‘. By the proven lemmas (5.10, 5.11) it would be sufficient to prove 
this for p of depth 1. Fortunately, the last hypothesis is ‘almost’ true (it is true (i.e. 
proven to be true) for theories of finite rank or a-saturated models). The general 
proof is based on this ‘almost’- the problem being that I could not prove 
I(p, p, T) to be invariant under non-orthogonality. 
This becomes really bad in the case splitting III-V. Especially Case V is proved 
in a way one should not prove theorems. The .I, collect those parts of the model 
which we don’t know very well, and afterwards one proves that there are at least 
as many possibilities for the ‘known’ part as for the ‘unknown’. For a more 
reasonable way of proof one might try to get some ‘uniqueness’ of representa- 
tions. One possible direction is indicated by the choice of the representation in 
5.19 and the description of the model in 5.16. In some sense this way stands 
behind the ‘successor types’ -Theorem 5.6(2) is the first thing that goes bad and 
in 5.16 k3 should be 0. 
Now some historical remarks on the bounds for Q.L., T). Lemma 5.9 occurs in 
[14] (without proof) and [3] (with a more complicated proof). Lemma 5.10 was 
only obtained for \a\ >w (in both papers). They got into trouble because they 
tried to code the length I(u) for u E “‘A in some representation by a cardinal 
instead of using Lemma 3.3 and they missed the ‘right’ induction beginning 
Dp(p) = 2. Somehow the sets XT seem to be the most natural ones having the 
appropriate cardinality. Then Y; is chosen to ensure that the models constructed 
have the wanted cardinality. The crucial step is to define Yr+, where i is a limit 
ordinal. The conditions just guarantee enough ‘homogeneity’ to allow success in 
the proof and enough ‘freedom’ to get enough models. 
We do not claim that we have mentioned all possible improvements - most 
probably there are many other ways nobody has thought about today. Anyhow, 
we hope that the reader is convinced that there is some work to do. 
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